Abstract. In this paper we introduce a generalization of the Nakayama functor for finite-dimensional algebras. This is obtained by abstracting its interaction with the forgetful functor to vector spaces. In particular, we characterize the Nakayama functor in terms of an ambidextrous adjunction of monads and comonads. In the second part we develop a theory of Gorenstein homological algebra for such Nakayama functor. We obtain analogues of several classical results for Iwanaga-Gorenstein algebras. One of our main examples is the module category Λ-Mod of a k-algebra Λ, where k is a commutative ring and Λ is finitely generated projective as a k-module.
1. Introduction 1.1. Introduction. Let Λ be a finite-dimensional k-algebra, and let D(Λ) = Hom k (Λ, k) be the k-dual. Consider the Nakayama functor
It is used to define the Auslander-Reiten translation, which is a fundamental tool for doing Auslander-Reiten theory. It therefore plays an important role in determining the structure of Λ-mod. On the other hand, we also have the well developed theory of Gorenstein homological algebra, see for example [1, 2, 7, 12, 13, 14, 15, 17, 19] . This theory has been studied in the context of finite-dimensional algebras, see for example [3, 5, 8, 23] , and in this case many of the statements are linked to the Nakayama functor. For example, a finite-dimensional algebra Λ is Iwanaga-Gorenstein if and only if proj. dim D(Λ) Λ < ∞ and proj. dim Λ D(Λ) < ∞.
and in this case it follows from a result by Zaks [26] where this number is the Gorenstein dimension of Λ. These are statements about the vanishing of the left and right derived functor of the Nakayama functor and its right adjoint, respectively.
The aim of this paper is twofold. We first give a generalization of the Nakayama functor. This is obtained by observing that it interacts nicely with the adjoint pair f ! ⊣ f * , where f * : res Λ k : Λ-mod → k-mod is the restriction functor, and f ! := Λ ⊗ k − : k-mod → Λ-mod is its left adjoint. More precisely, we make the following definition. The Nakayama functor is unique up to unique equivalence, see Theorem 3.3.4. Furthermore, a choice of a Nakayama functor is the same as a choice of an isomorphism of certain categories, or a choice of an isomorphism of certain monads, see Proposition 3.3.1 and Theorem 3.3.3.
We have the following example. Example 1.1.2 (Example 3.2.5). Let k be a commutative ring, and let Λ be a k-algebra which is finitely generated projective as a k-module. Orders over complete regular local rings [18] are examples of such algebras. Consider the restriction functor f * := res This gives the classical Nakayama functor for a finite-dimensional algebra. For more examples see the end of Subsection 3.2. In fact, for any commutative ring k, any k-linear abelian category B, and any small, k-linear, locally bounded and Hom-finite category C, the functor category A = B C has a Nakayama functor relative to an adjoint pair, see Theorem 5.3.3. Such categories C are also studied in [10] .
The notion of a Nakayama functor relative to an adjoint pair can also be phrased in terms of monads and comonads. In fact, if f ! ⊣ f * has a Nakayama functor, then f * is both faithful and exact. Hence, if D is abelian, then by Beck's monadicity theorem (see Theorem 4.4.4 in [6] or Theorem 2.2.8 below) we have an equivalence D T ∼ = A commuting up to isomorphism with f * and the forgetful functor U T : D T → D. Here D T is the Eilenberg-Moore category of the induced monad T on D coming from the adjunction, see Example 2.2.3 and Definition 2.2.5. We determine necessary and sufficient conditions on T for the existence of a Nakayama functor. See Definition 2.2.4 for the notion of adjunction between monads and comonads. Note that it is not sufficient to just assume there exists an ambidextrous adjunction S ⊣ T ⊣ S where T is the underlying functor of T, since the induced comonad structures on S coming from the adjunctions S ⊣ T and T ⊣ S might be different. It follows from Beck's monadicity theorem and Theorem 1.1.3 that if D is abelian and f * : A → D is faithful and exact, then f ! ⊣ f * has a Nakayama functor if and only if there exists a comonad S and an ambidextrous adjunction S ⊣ T ⊣ S, where T is the induced monad on D coming from f ! ⊣ f * .
The second aim of this paper is to develop a theory of Gorenstein homological algebra for such Nakayama functor. In fact, our constructions and results in this part only depends on the endofunctor P := f ! • f * : A → A, and not on the adjoint pair itself. Definition 1.1.4 (Definition 3.2.3). Let A be an abelian category, and let P : A → A be a generating functor. A Nakayama functor relative to P is a functor ν : A → A with a right adjoint ν − , and satisfying the following:
(i) ν • P is right adjoint to P ; (ii) The unit λ : 1 A → ν − • ν induces an isomorphism on objects of the form P (A) for A ∈ A.
Here P is generating if the the image of P is a generating subcategory of A, see Definition 2.3.1.
We define the analogue of Gorenstein projective and injective modules.
Definition 1.1.5 (Definition 4.1.1). Let P : A → A be a generating functor with a Nakayama functor ν relative to P , and let I := ν • P be the right adjoint of P . (i) An object G ∈ A is Gorenstein P -projective if there exists an exact sequence For a finite-dimensional algebra Λ with P = f * f ! , a Λ-module is Gorenstein P -projective or I-injective if and only if it is Gorenstein projective or injective, respectively. Let GP P (A) and GI I (A) denote the subcategories of Gorenstein P -projective and I-injective objects. In Proposition 4.1.5 we show that these are resolving and coresolving subcategories, respectively. Hence, we can define the Gorenstein P -projective dimension and I-injective dimension dim GP P (A) (−) and dim GI I (A) (−) by taking resolutions of Gorenstein P -projective objects and coresolutions of Gorenstein I-injective objects, as described in Subsection 2.3.
We define an analog of Iwanaga-Gorenstein algebras.
Definition 1.1.6 (Definition 4.2.1). Let P : A → A be a generating functor with a Nakayama functor ν relative to P . We say that P is IwanagaGorenstein if there exists an m ≥ 0 such that L i ν(A) = 0 and R i ν − (A) = 0 for all A ∈ A and i > m.
Note that the left derived functor of ν and the right derived functor of ν − exists without assuming enough projectives or injectives, see Lemma 3.2.4.
For a finite-dimensional algebra Λ, the functor P is Iwanaga-Gorenstein if and only if Λ is Iwanaga-Gorenstein. More generally, the functor P = f ! • f * in Example 1.1.2 is Iwanaga-Gorenstein if and only if proj. dim Λ D(Λ) < ∞ and proj. dim D(Λ) Λ < ∞.
We show that if P is Iwanaga-Gorenstein, then there exists a simple description of GP P (A) and GI I (A), see Theorem 4.2.2. Our main result in this part is the following, which is an analogue of Iwanaga's result on the injective dimension of Iwanaga-Gorenstein algebras, and a generalization of [8, Theorem 2.3.3] . Theorem 1.1.7 (Theorem 4.2.6). The following are equivalent:
Moreover, if this holds, then the following numbers coincide:
(
(iv) The smallest integer t such that R i ν − (A) = 0 for all i > t and A ∈ A. We say that P is n-Gorenstein if this common number is n.
For a finite-dimensional algebra Λ, the endofunctor P is n-Gorenstein if and only if Λ is n-Gorenstein. For the endofunctor P = f ! • f * in Example 1.1.2 we get the following corollary. Corollary 1.1.8 (See Theorem 5.3.4). Let k be a commutative ring, and let Λ be a k-algebra which is finitely generated and projective as a k-module. Assume that
Note that this dimension is n if and only if P is n-Gorenstein. We also have a version of this result for small, locally bounded, and Hom-finite categories, see Theorem 5.3.4. As far as we know, these results have not been written down before.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we recall the necessary preliminaries on adjunctions and monads that we need. In Section 3 we define Nakayama functors relative to adjoint pairs and endofunctors, and we provide examples. Furthermore, we give some different characterizations for when such Nakayama functors exist, see Proposition 3.3.1, Corollary 3.3.2 and Theorem 3.3.3, as well as proving a uniqueness result for such Nakayama functors, see Theorem 3.3.4. We end the section by proving Theorem 1.1.3 above. In Section 4 we develop a theory of Gorenstein homological algebra for Nakayama functors relative to endofunctors. In particular, we define Gorenstein P -projective and I-injective objects and show that they form a resolving and coresolving subcategory, see Proposition 4.1.5. We also define the notion of P being Iwanaga-Gorenstein, and we prove Theorem 1.1.7 above. In Section 5 we show that the functor category B C has a Nakayama functors relative to an adjoint pair, where B is an abelian category and C is locally bounded Hom-finite category, see Theorem 5.3.3.
1.2. Conventions. All categories are assumed to be preadditive, and all functors are assumed to be additive. Also, all subcategories are assumed to be full. We always let A and B denote abelian categories. For a natural transformation η : F → F ′ we let η c : F (c) → F (c ′ ) denote the component of η at c. The natural transformation obtained by precomposing with a functor G is denoted by η G : F • G → F ′ • G. Unless otherwise specified, k denotes a commutative ring. We let proj k denote the category of finitely generated projective k-modules. For a ring Λ we let Λ-Mod and Λ-mod denote the category of left Λ-modules and finitely presented left Λ-modules, respectively. 
for all pairs D ∈ D and E ∈ E, which is natural in D and E. We also write L ⊣ R if there exists such an adjunction. Here
and β E := φ −1 (1 R(E) ) : LR(E) → E are the unit and the counit of the adjunction. They satisfy the triangular identities, i.e
If we are working with several adjunctions, we write φ L⊣R , α L⊣R and β L⊣R for the isomorphism, the unit and the counit to indicate which adjunction we mean.
Following [22] , we say that two natural transformations σ : L 1 → L 2 and τ : R 2 → R 1 are conjugate (for the given adjunctions) if the square
(2.1.1) commutes for all pairs D ∈ D and E ∈ E. Proof. Let A ∈ A and B ∈ B be arbitrary. We have exact sequences
Applying A(−, A) to the first sequence and B(B, −) to the second sequence gives a diagram
with exact rows. Since τ and σ are conjugate, the right square commutes. Therefore, we get an induced natural isomorphism
and the result follows.
Monads and comonads.
We refer to chapter 4 in [6] and chapter VI in [22] for the general theory of monads and comonads. Let D and E be preadditive categories. 
Note that a comonad on D is the same as a monad on D op . A morphism of monads δ :
is a split monomorphism. These are precisely the summands of objects of the form T (D). Dually, for a comonad
These are precisely the summands of objects of the form S(D). Remark 2.2.2. The category of endofunctors on D is a monoidal category. The product is given by composition, and the unit object is the identity functor. A monad and a comonad is just a monoid and a comonoid in this monoidal category.
We also have a notion of adjunctions between monads and comonads. If T = (T, η, µ) is a monad and S is a left or right adjoint of T , then by Proposition 2.1.2 there exist a unique comonad S = (S, ǫ, ∆) which is left or right adjoint to T, respectively.
We recall the Eilenberg-Moore category of a monad.
Definition 2.2.5. Let T = (T, η, µ) and S = (S, ǫ, ∆) be a monad and comonad on D.
The Eilenberg-Moore category D T of T is the category where the objects are all T-modules, and where a morphism between Tmodules T (D 1 )
(iv) The Eilenberg-Moore category D S of S is the category where the objects are all S-comodules, and where a morphism between Scomodules D 1
The Kleisli category D T of T is the category with objects being the objects in D, and with morphisms being
(vi) The co-Kleisli category D S of S is the category with objects being the objects in D, and with morphisms being [6, Proposition 4.1.4] . Similarly, we have functors
where F T is left adjoint to U T , see [6, Proposition 4.1.7] . For both of the adjunctions F T ⊣ U T and F T ⊣ U T the induced monad on D is T, see [6, Proposition 4.2.2]. The dual statements hold for the comonad S.
We need the following technical result to prove Theorem 3.3.3, which is used to prove Theorem 1.1.3 stated in the introduction. Here, for a functor F : D → E, we let im F denote the image of F . This is a category with same objects as D, and where a morphism between D 1 and D 2 is a morphism
be adjunctions, and let
be the induced monads on D.
(i) Given a morphism γ : T 1 → T 2 of monads, we get a functor
It acts as identity on objects, and sends a morphism f :
Proof. Let D T 1 and D T 2 denote the Kleisli categories of T 1 and T 2 , and let 
Explicitly, they act as identity on objects, and they send morphisms f 1 :
It acts as identity on objects and sends a morphism
gives the functor in part (i). For Part (ii), we note that by [9, Proposition 2.4] (with J being the identity functor in their notation) the association γ → E ′ γ gives a one-toone correspondence between morphisms of monads γ : T 1 → T 2 and functors
and therefore must be equal to E ′ γ for some γ : T 1 → T 2 . Composing E ′ with the isomorphisms Φ 1 and Φ 2 then gives the result.
, one can easily check that the unique morphism of monads γ :
A functor R : D → E is called monadic if there exists a monad T on E, an equivalence J : D → E T , and an isomorphism of functors R ∼ = U T • J where U T : E T → E is the forgetful functor. In the following we state a weak version of Beck's monadicity theorem, a result which characterizes when a functor is monad. See [6, Theorem 4.4.4] for the general version.
Theorem 2.2.8. Let R : A → B be a functor between abelian categories. Then R is monadic if the following conditions hold: (i) R has a left adjoint; (ii) R is faithful; (iii) R is right exact.
Proof. This follows from [6, Theorem 4.4.4].
Properties of subcategories.
Fix abelian categories A and B.
Definition 2.3.1. Let X ⊂ A be a subcategory.
(i) X is generating if for all objects A ∈ A there exists X ∈ X and an epimorphism X → A; (ii) X is cogenerating if for all objects A ∈ A there exists X ∈ X and a monomorphism A → X; (iii) X is resolving if it is a generating subcategory which is closed under direct summands, extensions, and kernel of epimorphism; (iv) X is coresolving if it is a cogenerating subcategory which is closed under direct summands, extensions, and cokernels of monomorphism.
Here we follow the conventions in [24] for the definition of resolving and coresolving. We can define the resolution dimension dim X (A) of any object A ∈ A with respect to a resolving subcategory X . Explicitly, it is the smallest integer n ≥ 0 such that there exists a long exact sequence
where X i ∈ X for 0 ≤ i ≤ n. We write dim X (A) = ∞ if there doesn't exists such a resolution. If dim X (A) = n, the dimension can be computed using any resolution of A by objects in X , i.e for any exact sequence
The global resolution dimension dim X (A) of A is defined as the supremum of dim X (A) over all A ∈ A. We can define the coresolution dimension dim Y with respect to a coresolving category Y dually. Definition 2.3.2 (III.6.3 in [16] ). Let F : A → B be an additive functor, and let X be a subcategory of A.
(i) If F is left exact, we say that X is adapted to F if X is cogenerating and for any exact sequence 0
If F is right exact, we say that X is adapted to F if X is generating and for any exact sequence The ith right and left derived functor is define to be R i F := H i (RF ) and L i F := H −i (LF ) , respectively. Note that R i F (X) = 0 and L i F (X) = 0 for X ∈ X and i > 0 in these cases.
3. Generalization of the Nakayama functor 3.1. Derived functors without enough projectives or injectives. Our goal is to find easy criteria for when a subcategory is adapted to a functor when the subcategory is the image of another functor. We fix a preadditive category D and abelian categories A and B. By abuse of notation, in the following definition we identify the image im F of a functor F : D → A with the full subcategory of A consisting of all objects of the form
Definition 3.1.1. Let F : D → A be a functor.
(i) We say that F is cogenerating if im F is cogenerating in A;
(ii) We say that F is generating if im F is generating in A; (iii) Let G : A → B be a left or right exact functor. We say that F is adapted to G if im F is adapted to G;
If S = (S, ǫ, ∆) is a comonad on A, then S is generating if and only if ǫ is an epimorphism. Dually, if T = (T, η, µ) is a monad on A, then T is cogenerating if and only if η is a monomorphism. Proof. We only show part (ii), part (i) follows dually. For A ∈ A consider
is acyclic for all objects A ′ . Since S is generating, the subcategory of objects of the form S(A ′ ) is generating. Hence, any sequence
− → A 1 → 0 be an exact sequence, and assume the complexes C(A 1 ) and C(A 2 ) are acyclic. Then the following holds:
To show this, we consider the commutative diagram
with exact rows. Since
is an epimorphism, and C(A 1 ) and C(A 2 ) are acyclic, it follows that the induced map
is an epimorphism. Hence, applying the snake lemma and using that the sequence
we get that the sequence 0 → G(A 3 )
−−−→ G(A 1 ) → 0 is exact. This proves part (i) of the claim. Also it follows that we have a short exact sequences
of complexes. Since two of the complexes are acyclic, the third one is also acyclic. This proves part (ii) of the claim.
To prove the result in the proposition, it is sufficient to show that for an exact sequence
with A i being S-projective for all i, we have that
is exact. To this end, note that since A i is S-projective, the complex C ′ (A i ) is contractible by the proof of Proposition 8.6.8 in [25] (the proposition only says that C ′ (A i ) is acyclic, but in the proof they actually show that it is contractible). Hence, the complex C(A i ) is also contractible and therefore acyclic. By part (ii) of the claim it follows that the complex C(Ker f i ) is acyclic for all i. But then by part (i) of the claim it follows that the sequence (3.1.3) is exact. This proves the result.
Proof. From the triangle identities we have that R(A) is a summand of RLR(A). Hence, if R is cogenerating, then R • L is cogenerating. Therefore, by Proposition 3.1.2 applied to the induced monad
is a summand of RLR(A) for any A ∈ A, it follows that R itself is adapted to G. Part (ii) is proved dually.
3.2. Definition of Nakayama functors. Let Λ be a finite-dimensional algebra over a field k, and consider the restriction functor
and it turns out that the adjoint pair f ! ⊣ f * interact nicely with the Nakayama functor ν = Hom k (Λ, k) ⊗ Λ − : Λ-mod → Λ-mod. More precisely, the composite ν • f ! is right adjoint to f * , and there exists an isomorphism ν − • ν • f ! ∼ = f ! where ν − is the right adjoint of ν. We generalize this in the following definition.
Definition 3.2.1. Let D be an additive category and A an abelian category, and let f * : A → D be a faithful functor with left adjoint f ! : D → A. A Nakayama functor relative to f ! ⊣ f * is a functor ν : A → A with a right adjoint ν − satisfying:
We also say that f ! ⊣ f * has a Nakayama functor ν. In this case we let f * := ν • f ! denote the right adjoint. Since the left adjoint of a functor is unique up to isomorphism, the definition of the Nakayama functor only depends on the functor f * in the adjunction f ! ⊣ f * . It also turns out that the Nakayama functor is unique up to precomposing with an equivalence Φ : A → A satisfying Φ • f ! = f ! , see Theorem 3.3.4. Note that for a finitedimensional algebra, the classical Nakayama functor is a Nakayama functor relative to the adjoint pair (Λ ⊗ k −) ⊣ res Λ k as described above. We fix (ν, ν − , θ, λ, σ) : A → A to be the adjunction of the Nakayama functor. The following holds for adjoint pairs with Nakayama functor. Lemma 3.2.2. Assume f ! ⊣ f * admits a Nakayama functor ν. The following holds:
Proof. Since f * is faithful, it follows by [22, Theorem IV.3.1] and its dual that the counit of f ! ⊣ f * is an epimorphism and the unit of f * ⊣ f * is a monomorphism. This shows that f ! is generating and f * is cogenerating. Part (iii) is obvious. For part (iv), note that Note that if ν is a Nakayama functor relative to f ! ⊣ f * , then ν − is a Nakayama functor relative to f * ⊣ f * in the opposite categories.
For the constructions and results in Section 4 we only need to work with the endofunctor P := f ! • f * , and not with the adjoint pair. We therefore introduce the following definition. We also say that P has a Nakayama functor ν. Note that if ν is a Nakayama functor for for f ! ⊣ f * , then it is a Nakayama functor for the composite P := f ! • f * .
In the following we let I = ν • P . We also fix (ν, ν − , θ, λ, σ) : A → A to be the adjunction of the Nakayama functor. Since the functor I is cogenerating, the unit α P ⊣I B of the adjunction P ⊣ I is a monomorphism. Hence, the left hand side of the equality is nonzero. Therefore IP (f ) • α P ⊣I A = 0, hence IP (f ) = 0, and so P (f ) = 0. This shows that P is faithful. Part (viii) is proved dually.
Note that if ν is a Nakayama functor relative to P , then ν − is a Nakayama functor relative to I in the opposite category.
We now give several examples of Nakayama functors for adjoints. They are all special cases of Theorem 5.3.3, obtained by identifying with functor
Example 3.2.5. Let k be a commutative ring, and let Λ be a k-algebra which is finitely generated and projective as a k-module. Furthermore, let
is a Nakayama functor relative to the adjoint pair f ! ⊣ f * . This follows from Theorem 5.3.3, but for the convenience of the reader we explain the argument in more detail here: First note that the composite ν • f ! is given
Since Λ is finitely generated projective over k, the functor
is exact and preserves coproducts, and hence there exists an isomorphism
Therefore, ν • f ! is right adjoint to f * . Also, the right adjoint of ν is given by
and we have
where the second isomorphism follows from the Hom-tensor adjunction. Furthermore, since Hom k (Λ, k) is finitely generated projective over k, we have an isomorphism
Finally, since Λ is finitely generated projective over k, the natural map Λ → Hom k (Hom k (Λ, k), k) is an isomorphism, and hence we have
Composing these maps, we get an isomorphism f ! ∼ = ν − •ν •f ! which is given by the unit of the adjunction ν ⊣ ν − . If we assume k is coherent, then f ! ⊣ f * restrict to an adjoint pair with Nakayama functor ν between the category of finitely presented modules Λ-mod and k-mod. Note that if k is a field, then we just obtain the classical Nakayama functor.
Example 3.2.6. Let k be a commutative ring, let Λ 1 be a k-algebra which is finitely generated and projective as a k-module, and let Λ 2 be a k-algebra. Furthermore, let f * := res
Then the functor
is a Nakayama functor for the adjoint pair f ! ⊣ f * . If we furthermore assume Λ 2 is left coherent, then f ! ⊣ f * restrict to an adjoint pair with Nakayama functor ν between the category of finitely presented modules Λ 1 ⊗ k Λ 2 -mod and Λ 2 -mod. Example 3.2.7. Let k be a commutative ring, and let C be a small, klinear, Hom-finite and locally bounded category, see Definition 5.2.1. Then the evaluation functor
has a left adjoint i ! given by
Furthermore, we have a functor 
has a left adjoint
and a right adjoint
where C(B i ) is the complex with C(
is the identity, and C(B i ) k = 0 for k = 0, −1. It follows that [−1] is a Nakayama functor relative to i ! ⊣ i * .
Example 3.2.9. Let A 2 = (1 → 2) be the category with two objects and one morphism between them, and let C = kA 2 be the k-linearization of A 2 .
An object in B kA 2 is then just a morphism B 1
has a left adjoint given by
The cokernel functor ν(B 1 f − → B 2 ) = B 2 → Coker f is then a Nakayama functor relative to i ! ⊣ i * , and its right adjoint ν − is given by ν − (B 1
More generally, for A n = (1 → 2 → · · · → n) the restriction functor
has a left adjoint i ! : 1≤i≤n B → B kAn given by
where the first n + 1 − i terms of (0
is then a Nakayama functor relative to i ! ⊣ i * , and its right adjoint is given by
3.3. Properties of Nakayama functors. Fix an abelian category A and an additive category D. Our main goal in this subsection is to prove Theorem 1.1.3 which was stated in the introduction.
If ν is a Nakayama functor relative to f ! ⊣ f * , then the restriction
We want to show that such an isomorphism is enough to have a Nakayama functor. To this end, we assume we have adjunctions f ! ⊣ f * ⊣ f * . We define functors
where Mor(im f ! ) and Mor(im f * ) are the categories of morphisms in im f ! and im f * , respectively. Explicitly, mor f ! and mor f * are defined by
for an object A ∈ A, where i : Ker β
is the projection. (i) There exists a Nakayama functor ν relative to f ! ⊣ f * which satisfies
there exists a unique isomorphism ζ :
Proof. Let E : im f ! → im f * be an isomorphism satisfying E • f ! = f * , and let E − be its inverse. These lifts to isomorphisms E : Mor(im f ! ) → Mor(im f * ) and E − : Mor(im f * ) → Mor(im f ! ) defined pointwise. Note that the sequences
are exact in A. Hence, we can define functors 
Consider the composite
It satisfies h • E(mor f ! (A 1 )) = 0 and mor f * (A 2 ) • h = 0. Applying E − to h therefore gives a morphism
it follows that the morphism E − (h) induces a morphism θ(h) :
Obviously, the map h → θ(h) is bijective and natural, and therefore we have an adjunction ν ⊣ ν − . Furthermore, under this bijection the unit 1 A → ν − • ν is the identity on im f ! . Hence, ν is a Nakayama functor which satisfies ν| im f ! = E. The uniqueness of ν is obvious.
We get the following corollary from the proof of Proposition 3.3.1, which is useful for computing the Nakayama functor and its adjoint in examples. 
where χ :
the natural transformation which is conjugate to the identity
) is an isomorphism of monads, then there exists a Nakayama functor ν : A → A relative to f ! ⊣ f * satisfying ν • f ! = f * and γ ν = γ. Furthermore, if ν ′ is another Nakayama functor relative to f ! ⊣ f * satisfying ν ′ • f ! = f * and γ ν ′ = γ, then there exists a unique isomorphism ζ : ν → ν ′ with ζ f ! = 1 f * .
Proof. We only need to show that the natural transformation in (2.2.7) coincide with the one given for γ ν above. The rest follows from Proposition 3.3.1 and Theorem 2.2.6. By (2.2.7) we have that
by naturality and the triangle identities.
We leave it to the reader to state the dual of Theorem 3.3.3.
We have the following uniqueness result for Nakayama functors. 
The following holds: (i) There exists an equivalence
Φ : A → A satisfying Φ • f ! = f ! and a unique natural isomorphism ξ : ν 1 • Φ → ν 2 satisfying ξ f ! = 1 f * . Furthermore,
if Ψ is another such equivalence, then there exists a unique natural isomorphism
Proof. We only prove part (i), part (ii) is proved similarly. Let
We define Φ := Coker •H • mor f ! , where we choose the cokernels such that Φ| im f ! = H. Since im f ! is generating, Φ is an equivalence on A. Furthermore, Φ • f ! = f ! . Applying ν 1 to the exact sequence
and using that ν 1 | im f ! = E 1 and E 1 H = E 2 , we get a commutative diagram with exact rows
This defines ξ A for each A ∈ A. Obviously, ξ satisfies ξ f ! = 1 f * , and is the unique such natural isomorphism. Now let Ψ : A → A be another such equivalence. Then the composite
Restricting to im f ! and using that ν 1 | im f 1 : im f ! → im f * is an isomorphism, we get that Φ| im f ! = Ψ| im f ! . Hence, we have a commutative diagram
which defines ζ A for each A ∈ A. Obviously ζ is the unique isomorphism satisfying ζ f ! = 1 f ! .
Let f * : A → B be a faithful functor between abelian categories with a left adjoint f ! , and assume f ! ⊣ f * has a Nakayama functor as in Definition 3.2.1. Then f * is faithful and exact. Let
) be the induced monad on B, and let B T be the Eilenberg-Moore category of T, see Definition 2.2.5. By Beck's monadicity theorem we have an equivalence of categories J : A ∼ = − → B T such that U T • J is isomorphic to f * , see Theorem 2.2.8. It is therefore natural to ask for necessary and sufficient conditions on a monad T on an abelian category B so that the induced adjoint pair F T ⊣ U T on B T has a Nakayama functor. Proof. We set f * := U T and f ! := F T . If f ! ⊣ f * has a Nakayama functor, then by Lemma 3.2.2 part (v) we have adjunctions Now assume there exists an ambidextrous adjunction S ⊣ T ⊣ S for some comonad S on B. It follows from [11, Proposition 5.3 ] that B T is abelian. Furthermore, since T ⊣ S, we have an isomorphism J : B S 4.1. Gorenstein P -projective and I-injective objects. We call an object A ∈ A for P -projective or I-injective if it is a summand of an object P (A ′ ) or I(A ′ ), respectively. Definition 4.1.1. Let A ∈ A be an object.
(i) An object A ∈ A is Gorenstein P -projective if there exists an exact sequence
with A i ∈ A being P -projective for all i ∈ Z, such that
is exact, and with Z 0 (A • ) = Ker s 0 = A. The subcategory of A consisting of all Gorenstein P -projective objects is denoted by GP P (A) (ii) An object A ∈ A is Gorenstein I-injective if there exists an exact sequence
with A i ∈ A being I-injective for all i ∈ Z, such that
is exact, and with Z 0 (A • ) = Ker s 0 = A. The subcategory of A consisting of all Gorenstein I-injective objects is denoted by GI I (A)
In Example 3.2.5 with k a field and P = f ! • f * , a module is Gorenstein P projective or I-injective if and only if it is Gorenstein projective or injective, respectively. In Example 3.2.8 with P = f ! • f * all objects are Gorenstein P -projective and I-injective. In Example 3.2.9 with P = f ! • f * a straightforward computation shows that a morphism is Gorenstein P -projective or I-injective if and only if it is a monomorphism or an epimorphism, respectively.
The following result shows that GP P (A) and GI I (A) are equivalent categories.
Proposition 4.1.2. Let A ∈ A be arbitrary. The following holds:
− − → · · · be an exact sequence as in the definition of Gorenstein P -projective. Applying ν gives an exact sequence
Since the components of Q • are P -projective, we have an isomorphism ν − ν(Q • ) ∼ = Q • , and therefore ν − ν(Q • ) is exact. Also, the complex ν(Q • ) has I-injective components since ν sends P -projective objects to I-injective objects. Hence, if
where the lower row is exact since ν − is left exact. Since λ Q 0 and λ Q −1 are isomorphisms, it follows that λ A is an isomorphism. This proves part (iii). Part (ii) and (iv) are proved dually.
In the following, note that if 
Proof. Assume A ∈ GP P (A), and let A • be the complex in the definition of Gorenstein P -projective. Consider the exact sequence
Applying ν to this gives a long exact sequence
But by assumption the sequence 0 → ν(Ker
Since Ker s 1 is also Gorenstein P -projective and
is an isomorphism by Proposition 4.1.2. Assume A satisfies (i), (ii), and (iii). Choose an exact sequence 0 → ν(A) → J −1 → J −2 → · · · with J i being I-injective for all i. Applying ν − and using that A ∼ = ν − • ν(A) and R i ν − (ν(A)) = 0 for all i, we get an exact sequence
which is still exact when one applies ν. Now choose an exact sequence · · · → Q 1 → Q 0 → A → 0 with Q i being P -projective for all i, and consider the exact sequence
obtained by gluing the two sequence together at A. Since L i ν(A) = 0 for all i > 0, this sequence is still exact when one applies ν. Furthermore, it has P -projective components and satisfy Z 0 (Q • ) = A. This shows that A ∈ GP P (A).
We have the following dual of Proposition 4.1.3. 
Proposition 4.1.5. The following holds:
Proof. This follows from the description of GP P (A) and GI I (A) in Proposition 4.1.3 and Proposition 4.1.4.
Hence, we can define the resolving dimension dim GP P (A) (−) and the coresolving dimension dim GI I (A) (−) as described in Subsection 2.3.
We end this subsection with the following result Lemma 4.1.6. The following holds:
is an exact sequence where A 0 , A 1 ∈ GP P (A) and such that ν(i) is a monomorphism, then i is a monomorphism and A 2 ∈ GP P (A).
is an exact sequence with A 1 , A 2 ∈ GI I (A) and such that ν − (p) is an epimorphism, then p is an epimorphism and A 0 ∈ GI I (A).
Proof. We prove part (i), part (ii) is proved dually. Since ν(i) is a monomorphism, it follows that ν − ν(i) is a monomorphism. Since ν − ν(i) corresponds to i under the isomorphisms A 0 ∼ = ν − ν(A 0 ) and A 1 ∼ = ν − ν(A 1 ), it follows that i is a monomorphism. The fact that A 2 ∈ GP P (A) follows from Proposition 4.1.3.
Iwanaga-Gorenstein functors.
Definition 4.2.1. Assume P is a generating functor with Nakayama functor ν relative to P . Then P is called Iwanaga-Gorenstein if there exists an m ≥ 0 such that L i ν(A) = 0 and R i ν − (A) = 0 for all A ∈ A and i > m.
We have a simpler description of GP P (A) and GI I (A) when P is IwanagaGorenstein. 
with Q i being P -projective. Applying ν gives an exact sequence
Therefore, we have a commutative diagram
where the rows are exact. Hence, the morphism λ A : A → ν − ν(A) is an isomorphism. This proves part (i). Part (ii) is proved dually.
It follows from Theorem 4.2.2 that if P is Iwanaga-Gorenstein, then
Our goal is to prove that when P is Iwanaga-Gorenstein the following numbers are equal:
3) The smallest integer s ≥ 0 such that L i ν(A) = 0 for all i > s and A ∈ A; 4) The smallest integer t ≥ 0 such that R i ν − (A) = 0 for all i > t and A ∈ A. We also show that if the numbers in 1) or 2) are finite, then P is IwanagaGorenstein. This generalizes the finite-dimensional case, see [3, Proposition 3.1 part b)] and [3, Proposition 4.2] . It is also analogous to other results in Gorenstein homological algebra, see for example [12, Theorem 2.28] .
In order to prove this we need some preparation. Proof. For any object A ′ ∈ A choose an exact sequence Q 0 → Q 1 → A ′ → 0 with Q 0 and Q 1 being P -projective. By applying ν and using that it is right exact and sends P -projective objects to I-injective objects, we get one direction of part (i). For the converse, assume we have an exact sequence
This proves part (i). Part (ii) is proved dually.
Let Ω := Ker β P ⊣I : A → A and Σ := Coker α T ⊣P : A → A. We then have exact sequences 0 → Ω(A) → P I(A) 
Proof. We prove (i). Consider the sequence
where p i is the canonical projection and s i is the composite
Note that T (α T ⊣P ) : T → T • P • T is a split monomorphism by the triangle identities. Since T = P • ν and P is faithful by Lemma 3.2.4, it follows that ν(α T ⊣P ) : ν → ν • P • T is a monomorphism. Hence, applying ν to (4.2.5) gives an exact sequence
This proves part (i). Finally, note that if A ∈ GP P (A), then Ω(A) ∈ GP P (A) since GP P (A) is resolving, and Σ(A) ∈ GP P (A) by Lemma 4.1.6. Since ν(A) ∈ GI I (A) and ν − (A ′ ) ∈ GP P (A) for A ∈ GP P (A) and A ′ ∈ GI I (A) by Proposition 4.1.2, we get part (ii) and (iii).
We now prove the main result of this subsection.
Theorem 4.2.6. The following are equivalent:
Moreover, if this holds, then the following numbers coincide:
( If this common number is n, we say that P is n-Gorenstein. First assume n ≥ 2 and dim GI I (A) (A) ≤ n. Let A ∈ A and consider the exact sequence
Proof. We prove that dim GP
where s j is the composition
and i j is the inclusion. By Lemma 4.2.3 part (ii) there exists an object
By Lemma 4.2.4 part (i) and our assumption we know that νΣ n−2 (A ′′ ) ∈ GI I (A) for all A ′′ ∈ A. Hence, by Lemma 4.2.4 part (iii) it follows that
By the triangle identities for ν
since GP P (A) is closed under direct summands. This shows that
Now assume dim GI I (A) (A) ≤ 1. By the argument above we know that dim GP P (A) (A) ≤ 2. Let A ∈ A by arbitrary, and choose an exact sequence 
The vertical morphisms are isomorphisms by Proposition 4.1.2 part (iii).
Hence, the morphism ν − ν(Ker s)
is the kernel of ν − ν(s). In particular, it is a monomorphism. On the other hand, ν − ν(i) is also equal to the composition
where j : Ker ν(q) → ν(Q 0 ) is the inclusion. Since ν − ν(s) • ν − (j) = 0 and ν − (j) is a monomorphism, it follows that ν − (p ′ ) is an isomorphism. Now consider the commutative diagram
Since the vertical maps and the upper horizontal map are isomorphisms, it follows that p ′ is an isomorphism. Hence, the exact sequence 0 → Ker s i − → Q 0 q − → im s → 0 is still exact after one applies ν. By Lemma 4.1.6 it follows that im s ∈ GP P (A). This implies that dim GP P (A) (A) ≤ 1, and since A was arbitrary we get that dim GP P (A) (A) ≤ 1.
Finally, we consider the case when dim GI I (A) (A) = 0. This implies that ν − is exact. Also, dim GP P (A) (A) ≤ 1 by the argument above. Let A ∈ A be arbitrary, and choose a right exact sequence
with Q 0 , Q 1 being P -projective. Since ν − is exact and ν is right exact, the
with right exact rows. Since λ Q 0 and λ Q 1 are isomorphisms, it follows that λ A is an isomorphism. Since dim GP P (A) (A) ≤ 1, it follows by Lemma 4.2.3 part (ii) that ν(A) ∈ GI I (A), and hence A ∼ = ν − ν(A) ∈ GP P (A). Since A was arbitrary, we get that dim GP P (A) (A) = 0. The dual of the above argument shows that if dim GP P (A) (A) ≤ n, then dim GI I (A) (A) ≤ n. Hence, it follows that
and we are done.
Note that in Example 3.2.8 the functor P = f ! • f * is 0-Gorenstein, and in Example 3.2.9 it is 1-Gorenstein.
Functor categories
Let k be a commutative ring, let B be a k-linear abelian category, and let be C a small, k-linear, locally bounded, and Hom-finite category. Our goal in this section is to show that there exists an adjoint pair i ! ⊣ i * with Nakayama functor ν where
is the evaluation functor.
5.1.
Reminder on the Hom and tensor functor. Let k be a commutative ring. The tensor product of two k-linear categories D and E is a k-linear category D ⊗ E with objects pairs (D, E) with D ∈ D and E ∈ E. The set morphisms between (D, E) and (
and composition is given by (
Let C be a small k-linear category. Recall that the Yoneda lemma gives a fully faithful functor h C : C → Mod -C, where Mod -C is the category of right C-modules. The image h C (c) = C(−, c) is a projective C-module. A right C-module M is called finitely presented if there exists an exact sequence
The category of finitely presented right Cmodules is denoted by mod -C. This is an additive category with cokernels.
Let B be a k-linear abelian category, and let B C denote the category of k-linear functors from C to B. Since B is finitely complete and cocomplete, it follows from chapter 3 in [20] that there exist functors and M (−, c 2 ) ∈ mod -C 1 for all c 1 ∈ C 1 and c 2 ∈ C 2 . We then have functors
and an isomorphism
. Finally, by (3.23) in [20] we have an isomorphism
natural in F ∈ B C 1 , N ∈ mod C 2 and M .
5.2.
Properties of Hom-finite locally bounded categories. Here we use the same terminology as in [10] . (ii) C is Hom-finite if C(c, c ′ ) ∈ proj k for all c, c ′ ∈ C. Then there exists an exact sequence
where Q i is a finitely generated projective right C-module for all i. and since M (c ′ ) ∈ proj k and c∈C, M (c) =0 C(c ′ , c) ⊗ k k nc ∈ proj k, we get that K(c ′ ) ∈ proj k. Hence, K satisfies the same properties as M . We can therefore repeat this construction, which proves the claim. Proof. Statement (i) follows from Lemma 5.2.2. Statement (ii) and (iii) follow from the isomorphism in (5.2.3).
5.3. Nakayama functor for i ! ⊣ i * . In this subsection we fix a small, k-linear, locally bounded, and Hom-finite category C. Let k(ob -C) be the category with the same objects as C, and with morphisms k(ob -C)(c 1 , c 2 ) = 0 if c 1 = c 2 , k if c 1 = c 2 .
The functor category B k(ob -C) is just a product of copies of B, indexed over the objects of C. Let i : k(ob -C) → C be the inclusion. We have functors Note that the functors i ! and i * are well defined since C is locally bounded. In fact, evaluating i ! ((B c ) c∈C ) and i * ((B c ) c∈C ) on an object in C gives a finite sum, and since limits are taken pointwise in B C , it follows that 
and this number is equal to the Gorenstein dimension of the functor P
Proof. By assumption the functor P = i ! • i * on C-Mod = (k-Mod) C is Iwanaga-Gorenstein. Hence, by Theorem 4.2.6 we have that P is nGorenstein for some n ∈ N. It follows that On the other hand, by Lemma 5.2.2 there exists an nth syzygy of D(C(c, −)) which is finitely presented. Since finitely presented flat modules are projective, it follows that flat. dim D(C(c, −)) = proj. dim D (C(c, −) ). This proves the claim.
Remark 5.3.5. Locally bounded Hom-finite categories are one of the main object of study [10] . In [10, Theorem 4.6] they assume that C has a Serre functor relative to k. This implies that the functor P on C-Mod is 0-Gorenstein.
